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Some banks running 
CD specials,  
while LCR banks  
build term funding

By Nathan Stovall and Zuhaib Gull                January 7, 2016

Some banks are building term funding and offering higher 
rates on CDs in hopes of locking in lower cost funds before 
short-term rates rise further. 

The Federal Reserve finally increased short-term rates in 
mid-December 2015, and more hikes are expected later this 
year. Prepping for a potential turn in the rate cycle, some 
institutions took actions in the third quarter of 2015 to build 

term funding and marketed CDs to their customers while 
costs remained low.

Even with those efforts, CDs remained a relatively small 
portion of banks’ deposit bases, representing 13.5% of total 
industry deposits at Sept. 30, 2015. This was down from 
14.2% at year-end 2014, according to SNL data. Those bal-
ances exclude several hundred institutions that hold bank 
charters but do not principally engage in banking activities, 
among them industrial banks, nondepository trusts and 
cooperative banks. 

However, larger banks, the price setters in the industry, 
have begun to increase the relatively small concentrations 
of CDs on their balance sheets. Some of those institutions 
have grown CDs modestly in the past quarter, possibly re-
sponding to the regulations such as the liquidity coverage 
ratio, or LCR, which places greater value on retail deposits.

US banks with highest quarterly change in CD balances (%)

Balance 
($M)

QOQ 
change 

(%)

YOY 
change 

(%)

Average $10K CD rates, 
by maturity (%)1

Company (top-level ticker) 3-month 1-year 3-year
California Republic Bank (CRPB) 107.1 3,349.16 2,936.36 0.45 0.50 0.50
CIT Bank NA (CIT) 17,913.3 186.77 158.59 NA 1.22 1.50
Pinnacle Bank (PNFP) 739.3 77.17 60.59 0.35 0.50 0.84
Penn Community Bank 499.3 74.90 73.90 0.15 0.35 0.80
People's Intermountain Bank (PUB) 181.6 58.38 46.92 0.09 0.28 0.61
First Bank & Trust 251.3 50.18 44.79 NA 0.28 0.68
Hinsdale Bank & Trust Co. (WTFC) 424.4 49.06 19.09 0.05 0.25 0.50
Cambridge Trust Co. (CATC) 182.2 40.81 51.63 0.10 0.40 0.80
Home Bank NA (HBCP) 296.8 40.65 32.34 0.12 0.29 0.68
Horizon Bank NA (HBNC) 409.9 39.60 41.41 0.05 0.20 0.65
American Express Bank FSB (AXP) 3,488.9 39.43 141.32 NA 0.55 1.25
Franklin Synergy Bank (FSB) 757.7 37.50 131.02 0.35 0.76 0.16
Capital One NA (COF) 6,574.8 36.30 10.97 0.10 0.15 0.33
First Mid-Illinois Bank & Trust NA (FMBH) 255.9 35.18 6.08 0.05 0.15 0.45
State Bank and Trust Co. (STBZ) 412.8 34.54 20.14 0.10 0.30 0.60
Grandpoint Bank (GPNC) 278.5 31.91 -29.09 0.15 0.30 0.60
Mizuho Bank (USA) (8411) 1,255.5 31.82 -4.82 NA NA NA
New Mexico Bank & Trust (HTLF) 143.8 30.91 7.54 0.03 0.20 0.45
Renasant Bank (RNST) 1,542.0 30.60 13.50 0.11 0.28 0.58
Simmons First National Bank (SFNC) 1,355.2 30.09 42.27 0.09 0.26 0.60
Industry total 1,649,995.3 -1.20 2.98 0.16 0.41 0.86
Data compiled Dec. 29, 2015.
Analysis is limited to top 20 commercial banks, savings banks and savings & loan associations with the highest quarter-
over-quarter change in certificates of deposits, as of Sept. 30, 2015. Institutions with assets greater than $1 billion, CD 
balances of more than $100 million and loan-to-deposit ratios of greater than 50% were considered.
1 Chart shows the average U.S. rate for all certificate of deposit products as of Dec. 25, 2015.
CD balances are based on regulatory filings.
CD = certificate of deposit
NA = not available; QOQ = quarter-over-quarter; YOY = year-over-year
Top-level ticker is based on the home country of the highest traded entity within the corporate structure.
Source: SNL Financial
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The LCR applies to banks with more than $50 billion 
in assets, while institutions with more than $250 billion 
in assets are subject to a more stringent provision. Both 
groups essentially need to hold “high quality liquid assets” 
nearly equaling or exceeding projected cash outflows minus 
their inflows during a 30-calendar-day stressed scenario. At 
banks with more than $250 billion in assets, FDIC-insured 
deposits are assigned a 3% outflow rate under the LCR, 
while noninsured deposits, including corporate deposits, 
receive outflow rates of 10% to 40%. Those two categories 
of deposits will receive outflow rates of 2.1% and between 
7% and 28%, respectively, at banks subject to the less strin-
gent LCR.

Banks with more than $250 billion in assets have grown 
CDs the most among the larger banks. Those institutions, 
which held 48.6% of overall deposits in the industry at the 
end of the third quarter, increased CDs to a median of 5.4% 
of their deposits from 4.5% at year-end 2014. 

Those institutions seem focused on growing their retail 
CDs in particular, increasing those accounts to a median 
of 3.3% of their deposits by the end of the third quarter 
from 2.6% at year-end 2014. Jumbo CDs at banks with more 
than $250 billion in assets climbed to a median of 2.1% of 
deposits at the end of the third quarter from 1.9% at year-
end 2014. 

Some banks have reported outsized growth in CDs. SNL 
found 11 banks — when excluding those that had com-
pleted an acquisition in the third quarter — that increased 
their CD balances by more than 30% from June 30, 2015, to 
Sept. 30, 2015. 

Some banks are currently running “CD specials,” cam-
paigns aimed at building term funding. TCF Financial Corp. 
is one of those institutions and said the CD campaign aided 
in deposit growth in the third quarter, but caused the aver-
age interest rate on its deposits to rise to 0.31%, up 3 basis 
points from the prior quarter. 

TCF is offering CDs with durations between 10 months 
and 18 months at prices ranging from 90 basis points to 120 
basis points depending on the product and market. TCF said 
during its third-quarter earnings call that it has seen deposit 
rates in markets where it competes with banks subject to 
the LCR be impacted by the rule. 

“And so the marketplace as it relates to the bigger banks 
and some of the LCRs as it relates to building their liquidity, 
that’s been an impact to us as we have seen larger com-

petitors, with longer rates,” Michael Jones, then the TCF CFO, 
said on the call, according to the transcript. 

In addition to TCF running special campaigns, Ally Fi-
nancial Inc. recently rolled out a new tiered CD system, 
with plans to offer customers different rates based on the 
amount held in the account. The new tiers took effect Nov. 
7 for new and renewal business and set different rates 
for accounts with less than $5,000; between $5,000 and 
$24,999.99; and $25,000 or more.

Notwithstanding the recent efforts by larger banks, their 
smaller counterparts tend to hold far bigger balances of 
CDs. But smaller banks did shrink the relative level of CDs 
on their balance sheets in the third quarter. CDs at banks 
with assets between $1 billion to $10 billion dipped to a 
median of 21.2% of deposits at the end of the third quarter 
from 22.2% at year-end 2014, while banks with less than $1 
billion in assets reported that CDs declined to a median of 
31.1% of deposits at the end of the third quarter from 32.3% 
at year-end 2014.

While the relative size of CD balances declined at smaller 
banks, some institutions increased CD rates in the third 
quarter even before the Fed raised short-term rates late in 
2015. SNL data show that over the last year, average rates 
across the banking industry for one-, three- and five-year 
CDs rose 3, 5 and 6 basis points, respectively, as of Jan. 6.

When the Fed increased its federal funds rate to a tar-
get range of 0.25% to 0.50% in December 2015, it marked 
the first rate hike since the credit crisis. Market observers 
expect the central bank to raise rates by 75 basis points or 
more in 2016, according to a survey of more than 60 econo-
mists conducted by The Wall Street Journal.

If history repeats itself, CDs will increase on bank balance 
sheets as interest rates rise and the cost of those products 
will climb. CDs became larger portions of banks’ deposit 
bases during the last tightening cycle, while noninterest 
bearing deposits declined. Some advisers believe the shift 
will occur again and many of the funds that flooded into 
money market accounts in recent years will move to higher-
yielding accounts like CDs. 

CDs totaled 25.6% of banks’ deposits in 2004, but rose 
to 29.1% of deposits by year-end 2006 after the Fed had 
increased the target fed funds rate by 400 basis points dur-
ing that period. 

While expectations vary for just how much higher rates 
will change the composition of banks’ deposit bases, most 
observers believe that CDs will grow and their cost will rise.


